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Abstract. For a set A = {A 1,. . . A,,,} of u x II matrices with nonnegative integer entries, let 
P(A) be the set of all finite products of matices in A. We show that there is a square space 
algorithm to decide, given A, whether or not P(A) is finite. As a corollary, we show that there 
is an exponential space algorithm to decide, given a nondeterministic Mealy sequential machine 
M with accepting states, whether there exists an integer d 30 such that on every input, the 
number of accepting computations of M producing distinct outputs is at most d. If d exists. the 
smallest such d can be computed in space exponential in size(M) + log d. The space bound reduces 
to polynomial for the analogous problem of ambiguity of nondeterministic finite acceptors. 
1. Introduction 
An acceptor M is said to be d-ambiguous for an integer d ~0 if on every input, 
A4 has at most d distinct accepting computations. A4 is firtite!y am6ig14ous if it is 
d-ambiguous f Lo some d. The terms d-valrrcd and finite-valued have analogous 
definitions for transducers if we count outputs on accepting computations instead 
of just accepting computations. The finite-ambiguity problem and the finite-valued- 
MSS problem refer to the correspondin? decision problems for acceptors and 
transducers, respectively. For a finitely smbiguous acceptc.1 IV, the degree of 
ambiguity is the smallest d such that A4 is d-ambiguous. 
It is known that there is an algorithm to decide for a nondeterministic finite 
automaton (nfa) M and a nonnegative integer d whether M is d-ambiguous [6]. 
In fact, there is an algorithm to decide given a nondeterministic finite transducer 
M- essentially a generalized sequential machine (gsm) with accepting states - and 
a nonnegative integer d whether M is d-valued [l]. The algorithms in [1,6] are 
of polynomial-time complexity when d is fixed. 
In this note, we consider the problem of deciding the existence of cl. More 
precisely, we show that the finite ambiguity problem for nfa’s and the finite- 
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valuedness problem for nondeterministic Mealy sequential machines with accepting 
states (i.e. nfa’s without E-moves that output a single symbol per move) are 
decidable. The proof involves a reduction to a decision problem concerning products 
of square matrices over nonnegative integers. The more general finite-valuedness 
problem for gsm’s remains open. 
2. Deciding whether !‘(A) is finite 
In the following, A and B are 1’1 X n matrices of nonnegative integers, A(i, j) is 
the ii, j)-entry of A, and llAj[ is the sum of all entries of A, i.e. Ci,iA~i,j). A denotes 
a finite set of n x t1 matrices of nonnegative integers, and P(A) denotes the set of 
all finite products of matrices in A. 
Fact 1. If’ A wd B have HO zero row arzd 110 zero column, thtw their product AB 
&o has 110 zercl row and no zero column. 
Fact 2. If A arld B hatle no zero row and IIO zero colun1n, then ljAB/l Ella/ arzd 
jjABjj+jj. F urt vrmore /ABll= /AII(=IIBII) ifl B(A) is a permtrtatiorl matri.v. I. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertions relating AI3 and A; the others follow by 
transposition. Now 
Ij~~Bj/=2:~A(i,k)B(k,j)=~ A(i,k)xBck,jl . 
1 
(1) 
1.1 I, 1.L , 
For each k. Li H(k, j) y 1 because B has no zero row. Hcncc, 
If 11 is a permutation matrix, then the colums of AB arc just the columns of A 
Fvrmu!eci, so that IlAB/ = l/Aj\. C)n the other hand, suppose B is not a permutation 
matris. Then there is a k,, such that x, B(k,,_, j)z 2. Since A has no zero column 
thcrc is an i,, such that .4ri,,, k,,) -> 0. From ( 1) we SW that 
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The converse of Fact 3 is obviously false. Nevertheless, a suitable modification 
can be generalized to yield a necessary and sufficient condition for P(A ) to be infinite. 
Definition.. Let A be an n x n matrix, and let J be a nonempty subset of { 1, . . . , n}. 
Then WY@) denotes the matrix obtained by deleting from A those columns and 
rows whose indices are nof in J. 
Theorem 1. LetA ={A,, . . . , A,,,}, each Ai an n X n matrix. P(A ) is infinite if and 
only if there is a B in P(A) and a nonempty subset J of (1, . . . , n} such that IT;(B) 
has Properry U. 
Proof. ‘If’. Suppose B and J exist as stated. By Fact 3, ((TTT~~(B))~} is infinite. Now 
it is easy to check that n;‘(Bk) 2 (T;(B))~, where B holds componentwise. This 
shows that {Bk} and hence P(A) are infinite. 
‘Only if’. We proceed by double induction on the size measure (n, m ) oi A, where 
(nl, rrtl)<(n2,mz) iff n1<rz2 or (nl=nz and m,<mz). The base case n = 1 of the 
outer induction is trivial whereas the base case m = 0 of the inner induction holds 
vacuously. For the inductive step of the inner induction, consider A = {A ,, . . . , A,,,} 
with n > 2 and m 2 1 such that P(A) is infinite. 
Case I: None of Al,..., A,, has a zero row or zero column. Then in fact one 
of them must have Property ,U, as otherwise they are all permutation matrices, 
implying that IP(A )I s II !, a contradiction. 
Case 2: At least one Ai has a zera row or zero column. Without loss of generality, 
assume that ,A1 has zero bottom row (row n). Let A’= (AZ,. . . , A,,,}. If P(A’) is 
infinite, then the desired B and J exist by the inner inductive hypothesis. Otherwise 
(1) P(A’) is a finite set, say {C,, Cz, . . . , C,.}, where C1 = I (the identity matrix), 
and 
(2) it must be the case that the set of products of matrices in A which contain 
A I is infinite. 
Now these products can be written in the form 
C;,,A ,C,,d4 ICiz * * * A IC’i,, t 3 1 m 
Because there can only be s choices for Cl,,, in fact the set of products of the form 
A lCi,A IC,, . . . A ,C,,, t 2 1 
must be infimtc. Let Di =AiCt, and D ={Dl, , . , , D.\). Then P(D) is infinite. But 
each DC has zero bottom row and so can be written as 
Di = 
X8 yi H-l 0 0’
Hence 
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which implies that P((X1, . . . , Xs}, is infinite. Since the Xi’s have dimension n .- 1, 
by the outer inductive hypothesis there is a product B’ = Xi, * * . Xi, and a nonempty 
Jc(l,..., n - 1) such that ~3~’ (B’) has Property U. But then 7~;~’ (II’) = rlf (B) 
where B = Di, - - = D,,. 0 
Corollary 1. There is a nondetertninistic linear space algorithm, nnd hence a deter- 
ministic square space algorithm, to decide, for an arbitrary set of matrices A, whether 
P (A i is infinite. 
Proof. The nondeterministic algorithm is 
B :=I; 
do forever 
guess some Ai in A; 
B :=B @Ai; 
guessanonemptyJc{l,...,n}; 
if nS: (8) has Property U then [output(‘accept’); halt] 
od 
‘7; means that in the matrix multiplication the algorithm only keeps track of whether 
an entry is 0, I, or 22. This eliminates element growth so that the algorithm runs 
in linear space. The correctness of the algorithm follows from Theorem 1. The 
deterministic version is obtained by Savitch’s simulation [S]. El 
3. The finite-ambiguity and finite-valuedness problems 
We can use Corollary 1 to decide the finite-ambiguity problem for nondeterminis- 
tic finite automata (nfa’sj. We shall consider only nfa’s without F-mok’es; extension 
to nfa’s with F- moves is straightforward. An nfa is a 5-tuple A4 = 6, E, ci, SI. F), 
where S, L and F are the sets of states, input symbols, and accepting states, 
respectively, s i is the start state, and 8 is a mapping from S x E into the set of all 
subsets of S. Given a string s, ,>t rM(.r) be the number of distinct accepting 
computations of M on input x. Ncle that c,%~ (x) = 0 if and only if s is not accepted. 
We now describe an algorithm to decide if there exists an integer d such that 
c’,\~ I.< i T- d for al. .L in L:“. 
I-et s ={s,, . . . , s,,}. For each n in 1 construct an II x tl matrix T,, such that 
1 
r,, ! i, j ) = 
i 
if s, 2+ s, is an arc in M, 
0 otherwise. 
Ixf A =. (T,, I(7 E L}. For each 11’ = n I - - . a,,, in L‘::‘, let T,,. denote T,,, * * . T ,.,,. It is 
easily shown by induction that T,, (i. jj is the number of distinct computations or 
AI that change state s, to s, on input 14’. 
Yaw we can assume that each state s, of M 
I 1 I can he reached 1:rom the start state .sl. and 
12 i can each some accepting state. 
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since any states violating either condition can be deleted without changing the set 
of accepting computations. Clearly, if P(A) is finite, then M is finitely ambiguous. 
Conversely, suppose P(A) is infinite. Then there exists (i, j) such that for all k, 
there is some wk E I* such that T,(i, j) b k. Let U, u be strings such that on input 
u (respectively u 1 M can change state from sl to si (respectively from si to an 
accepting state). Then for all k, uwku has k distinct accepting computations so M 
is not finitely ambiguous. In fact, the proof of Theorem 1 shows that there is a 
string w such that wk = w k for k 3 1. 
If M is finitely ambiguous, we can compute its degree of ambiguity by testing 
for d-ambiguity for d = 0, 1,2, . . . . The following nondeterministic algorithm 
accepts (M, d) such that M is not d-ambiguous by working with the set of matrices 
A ={T,la in Z} as in Corollary 1: 
fj :=I; 
do forever 
guess some Ai in A ; 
B := Z3 @ 14,; (//the @ operation identifies all integers > d//j 
if Z,EF B ( 1, jt > d then [output (‘accept’); halt] 
od 
i’he deterministic version of this algorithm (cf. Corollary 1) decides whether .‘M is 
d-ambiguous in space polynomial in size(M) + log d. Hence 
Theorem 2. There is a polynomial space algorithm TO decide, gioerz an rtfa M, MI iether 
it is finite/y ambiguous. I,, M is finitely ambiguous, rhen its degree uf ambiguity d 
CCIFI he computed in space polyrtornial in size(M) + log d. 
The fol!owing proposition shows that it is unlikely that ‘polynomial space’ in 
Theorem 2 can be reduced to ‘polynomial time’. 
Proposition. It is PSPACE-complete to decide, given an nfa M and an integer d 2 0, 
whether M is d-ambiguous. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, we need only show PSPACE-hardness. In [4] it was shown 
that it is PSPACE-hard to decide, given a set {MI, . . . , kfk) of deterministic finite 
automata (dfa’s), whether there esiits a string accepted by all the Mi’S. Clearly, we 
can construct an nfa M from MI, . . . , Mk such that M is (k - 1) ambiguous if and 
only if Ml, . . . , Mk do not accept a common string. The result follows. 0 
A nondeterministic Mealy sequential machine (or simply, nsm) is a 6-tuple 
M=(S,Z,3,S,sl,F).S, ,r,s ,, and F are as in an nfa, a& S is a mapping from 
S x ,’ into the set of all subsets of S x 3. Thus, an nsm is an nfa without F-moves 
that can output a single symbol pei move. Given a string x in X*, let hM(x) be the 
number of distinct outputs corresponding to accepting computations of M on input 
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x. Note that hM(x) = 0 if and only if x is not accepted. M is finite-uafued if there 
exists a nonnegative integer d such that hM((~j s d for a:1 x in Z”. 
Theorem 3. There is an exponential space aigorithm to decide, given an nsm M, 
whether it is finite-valued. if M is finite-valued, then the smallest integer d such that 
M is d-valued can be computed in space exponential in size(M) + log d. 
Proof, The algorithm consists of the following steps: 
(1) Letf -ExA.Clearly, thesetl;M={(al,bl).~.(a,~,b,)Jn~O,M oninput 
al ** 0 a,, has’an accepting computation with output 51 - * - 6,) is a regular subset 
of f *. Construct a dfa Ml = (SI, r, S,, sl, F,) accepting LM. 
(2) Next construct from Ml an nfa Mz with state set S1 x A, and start state (s,, bl), 
where 6, is any fixed element in A. The transitions in Mz are defined as follows: 
If there is ar arc 
ra.hb 
s-•tinM, 
then define, for each c in i, the following arc in M2: 
is, c) - ” (t,6). 
The set of accepting states of Mz is F1 x A. 
It is easily verified by induction that c,,+(x) = hM@) for eachs in Z*. Hence, M2 
is finitely ambiguous if and only if M is finite-valued. The result follows from 
Theorem 2,. El 
Remark. The finite-ambiguity problem can be shown undecidable for l-turn push- 
down automata without e-moves by a reduction of the Post Correspondence 
Problem, and for f-free counter I machines by using the fact that it is undecidable 
for two arbitrary F-free determinis ic counter machines Ml, Ml whether L(M,) n 
LC Mz) is empty [2]. The same techniques can be used to show that it is undecidable, 
for an arbitrary integer d 2 1 and an arbitrary machine M known to be finitely 
ambiguous, whether M is d-ambiguous, For finite-turn counter machines, the 
d-ambiguity problem is decidable for each d 2 0 131, but the finite-ambiguity 
problem i .. apen. 
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